
THE FRESH CONNECTION SIMULATION ON A

A cross functional business simulation. The Fresh Connection delivers the ultimate value chain learning experience.
Experience the power of true alignment and.

It is a high-pressure environment in which effective supply chain management is the key to success. There are
many different aspects to discover, thus full engagement and dedication is needed but of course given with
pleasure. Teaches the importance of making decisions with numbers in order to optimize processes and that
gut feeling and experience is important but not sufficient. Let us know: jf. Depending on where you stand in
the last round, you could take a leap of faith and have the chance to reach for skyrocketing results. The
ultimate value chain experience A cross functional business simulation The Fresh Connection delivers the
ultimate value chain learning experience. VP Supply Chain: Manages inventories safety stock and lotsize
settings , production intervals and the frozen period of production. I promise you will thank me later. Work as
a team Whether you decide to follow a pattern e. Build strong teams and fortify relationships with your
customer and partners. Or you could stay in your safe spot and finalize with honour. Great way to learn how
decisions affect the entire supply chain. The Fresh Connection immerses its participants in turning around a
manufacturer of fruit juices. I thought I learned these concepts in school?! VP operations: Must decide on
capacity in warehouses and production areas and approve investment in bottling lines and mixers. Tweak a
few parameters and see where it leads you. They will be confronted with various real-life, real-time dilemmas.
Faced with declining performance, the management team must get the company back on track as soon as
possible. VP Sales: Agrees SLAs with customers, manages the product and customer portfolio, forecasts
demand and can introduce collaboration concepts. But once you get to the next rounds, you easily get carried
away and I dare say a bit overconfident. Subsequently, my chain of reaction followed a similar pattern as the
five stages of grief. To bridge theory and practical application in a real life environment whilst creating an
optimal fit with your learning objectives. References "Best business simulation game I ever played. Interested
in organizing the Fresh Connection game at your company? This can include: General managers. Here are 5
great lessons I can pass on. Cross-functional understanding and collaboration are key components, as teams
work together to turn the company around. Needless to say, I learned a bunch from this game. Choose
carefully. To learn through experience, is 10 times more powerful than a classical training. The management
team has four roles: VP Purchasing: Responsible for selecting the right suppliers and agreeing SLAs with
suppliers, including possible collaboration options. It engages participants in making strategic decisions in the
management of a manufacturing company of fruit juices. Save the best for last â€” or maybe not? Every
decision a participant makes has trade-offs, both within and across roles, so participants will only succeed if
they align all the disciplines. Great way to form teams among different areas in a company. Choose your
profile to continue Minor tweaking in the first round evidently leads to a slightly better result. Can introduces
various improvement projects. Brainstorm, think logically, and you can stand strong as a team. Discover how
The Fresh Connection can help build true alignment between functions while developing skills and knowledge
in the people who need them most. Why The Fresh Connection?


